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The Vision for Now!
Three Years Ago the Lord showed me
America and Israel!
Daniel and Amber are back in the States!
May 20, 2011
Dear Praying Saints:
This afternoon I was asked by a good friend if I had heard that a well-known leader prophesied
that “Jesus was returning tomorrow!” I said, “Yes, I did hear that but most likely you can
continue with your plans for tomorrow!” Whereas we must remain “watchful” on a daily basis,
there are many things that must align before that Final Trumpet blows! Let me remind you of
something that the Lord showed me. I write about some of this in Redeeming the Time
(Charisma House). I do believe that many pick up on what is happening in the Spirit but the only
paradigm of interpretation they know is the “Rapture” paradigm and us escaping from the
changes ahead.
The Vision!
On May 31, 2008, I was preparing to speak at a large gathering at Liberty State Park in New
Jersey near Ellis Island and the Statue of Liberty. Suddenly, the Lord gave me a vision of our
nation. He took me three years into the future and began to let me hear and see what our future
would look like. He first showed me my own bloodline and the glory and iniquity of its history.
He then showed me three years ahead and the two iniquitous spirits that would try to capture my
children and children‟s children.
Next, He showed me that by within three years (by May 31, 2011), a statement would be made
regarding Israel in this nation that would realign the nation and determine the future of this
land. (With President Obama‟s speech yesterday endorsing thePalestinians' demand for their
own state based on borders that existed before the 1967 Middle East war, this has now
happened. I believe this statement will create a split in the United States for the next three years
as individual states make choices on how they will align.) The Lord then revealed His remnant
in this nation, which states had covenant roots, which states were anti-covenant, and the divine
war that would arise over the future glory of this land. He showed me 21 states that would stand
strong with the God of Israel, two states that hung in the balance, and one state that could turn
the nation. (To better understand the future of the nations and anti-Semitism, you can purchase
God’s Unfolding Battle Plan and The Future War of the Church).
The Lord also showed me how financial systems would realign and nations would have different
allegiances than we have known in the past. This begins now. Like the frog in the kettle, you
will see gradual changes starting June 5. In Redeeming the Time, I wrote the following:

“On May 31, 2008, the Lord showed me His triumphant reserve. He raised me and showed me the nation
of the United States of America. First, He revealed His remnant and where they were positioned. Next,
He showed me their strength from state to state to state. He showed me how many were moving over into
the enemy‟s camp of religion. He showed me how others were aligning around race and gender as
opposed to mission call and gifting.
Then He showed me high places. These were altars that had been built by the enemy and positioned
strategically throughout the land. I saw how the sacrifices on these altars were empowering and keeping
an atmosphere held captive by ruling hosts. Next, the Lord showed me the atmosphere. In this vision, He
showed me different layers of the atmosphere in relationship to His presence versus the demonic spiritual
rule in that particular area or region. (Some areas have already been taken over, and darkness actually
rules those areas.) There were ten ruling centers already developed within the United States. Then He
showed me the communication systems between these centers. I saw how one sacrifice empowered one
dimension of an evil presence, and then that presence would communicate to another center as together
they networked their plan of control. (I could go into great detail here, but I will wait for another time to
do this. As a matter of fact, I believe it would be unwise to share everything I saw. In the next book when
we are dealing with worship, perhaps I will share more.)
The Lord also showed me covenant roots. He actually showed me the level of nurturing that was still
grafted to His covenant root, which He had developed from Abraham‟s obedience. He showed me how
this nation had first been nurtured by that root, but now lifelines from the root system had withered.
Actually, some of the lifelines in parts of this nation had dried up, and the root system of that part of the
nation had changed, allowing a different root structure to be formed.
He then showed me our conflict between the root systems. These conflicts in the next several years
would determine what sort of fruit would be brought forth in this nation. He showed me that the conflicts
would multiply and intensify. I actually saw orchards of contention. The interesting portion of this vision
was that different people groups in each orchard created a different type of fruit than had been tasted of in
past seasons. The only thing I could relate to biblically was the church that came out of Antioch. The
Antioch church was an international church that came about for kingdom advancement for that season in
history.
Next, He showed me how the communication system in the United States was linked with systems
internationally and how a new form of global communications was forming in the demonic world. This
communication would control financial and legal structures.
However, He showed me that His remnant was building new freedom outposts. He called this remnant
His „triumphant reserve.‟ I saw twenty-three freedom outposts in twenty-three states. He then showed me
other outposts that needed to form in some places, and still others where the spiritual atmosphere was now
not conducive to freedom. A new type of war would have to develop to regain that portion of the land. He
actually showed me how prayer strategies from the last season would be of no affect in this season.
Nazareth and Capernaum are good examples of this in Jesus‟s day. I also thought of how the Lord told the
disciples, 'This kind does not go out except by prayer and fasting' (Matt. 17:21)

He then showed me new calls being extended from heaven and angels bringing those calls into the
earth. The intercession and travail of today are opening the gates of heaven for these calls to come to the
appropriate individuals who will lead in this hour. Next, He showed me His new leadership. This was a
leadership of not just the young generation but also realigned generations. It was as if David‟s mighty
army for this hour was being chosen in a threefold generational alignment. When they aligned, their
hearts became one with His, and the strength to overcome was released. God has deposited revelation and
vision within you that will be called up for such a time as this." (pp. 58-61)

We have now done research on each State. Janice Swinney looked at the covenant roots of each
state in America and their relationship with Israel. The Lord is raising up and realigning His
people to possess a new level of glory in the earth realm to possess the harvest fields. This will
be a people who are triumphant against the enemy. We will tear down, raise up, overthrow,
rebuild and stand firm as we transform society for the generations to come.
Below is the latest update from Daniel and Amber Pierce. Their report will encourage you!
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

From Israel to America!
Daniel, Lily, and I left at 1:00am on Sunday, May 15th to return to Texas. We are now in our
other home. I want to start by just saying thank you! Thanks so much for all of your support and
prayers. The Lord has so divinely ordered our steps.
A move to Israel is definitely not something that we could accomplish on our own. As many of
you have heard and seen, things have become very heated in the Middle East against Israel. It
was interesting that the day we legally had to leave the country was the day the Muslims call “A
Day of Catastrophe for Israel”. This was to be a day of terrorist attacks. If you read Martin and
Norma Sarvis‟ previous Prayer Update, then you are well informed of what‟s taken place.
Living in Israel causes us to have no choice but to really see what is meant by “living by
faith”. It‟s a place where the battle is not only supernatural, but the war is natural and terrorist
attacks are much more that what are shown in the media. Daniel and I have personal experiences
with this that causes us to stretch out in faith. One day I was making lunch for the three of us
when all of the sudden the bomb squad was yelling at us through our window to vacate our
home.
The bomb squad leader informed us that there was a bomb right outside of our home. As we
were in this situation looking for a safe place to run, I realized, I‟m not scared! God knew that
the enemy had a plan and where the weapon was before it was ever placed. The bomb squad had
to arrive at just the right time. The Bible says, “No weapon formed against you will prosper”
(Isaiah54:17). So, there was a weapon but the Lord did not allow it to prosper. This is how you

must see things in the times we are living if you plan to stay alive and thrive! God knows where
you are and He knows the plans of the enemy, and those plans will not prosper.
Daniel and I are both from southern Louisiana. I spent much of my childhood growing up there
and Daniel was born there. His parents adopted him when he was three days old. It was
interesting when I had a dream three months ago of a flood there. In the dream I went for a visit
and a flood had already occurred. The water had been standing for what seemed like a month or
six weeks. Some people in the dream had decided not to evacuate. They began to morph and
grow body parts that would enable them to better live in the dirty water. It was a disturbing
dream and at the time I didn‟t understand it. Over the past two weeks I have been in intercession
for the land, people and my family. My grandparents live in one of the most concerning
neighborhoods in Morgan City. Please pray for my family and the people down there as the
waters rise.
Two days ago my cousins, Nathan and Heather Sauce, who attend Christ for the Nations, stopped
over for a visit and to tell us that they were headed to Morgan City the next day. They had no
idea that there is a huge flood that people are evacuating from. Their testimony of what is
happening in their school is exciting. They started to pray and prophesy with just a few friends a
few weeks ago. All of the sudden the group grew to three hundred young adults filled with the
presence of God like never before.
Heather and Nathan feel that the Lord has shown them to go to the small places of south
Louisiana. They feel the Lord has put revival in them. They are now waiting for the Lord to
show them the right time to go. The Lord says to expect that every place where there has been
catastrophe to expect great glory. In our last prayer meeting in Israel I shared what is going on in
Louisiana. We thanked the Lord for opening the flood gates because the Glory will be
great! Over the past few months we‟ve all seen several catastrophes. The earthquakes in Japan,
the tornados in Alabama, the fires in Texas, the uprising in the Middle East, and now the floods
in Louisiana and other states. God is moving! I expect to see moves of God with many
salvations and testimonies!
Daniel and I will be in the States for about 6 weeks as we are waiting for the appropriate paper
work to return to Israel. We are so excited to be here for the Pentecost celebration! The Lord is
moving and revival as all around us. This gathering will be a great time to be filled again! We
look forward to seeing many of you there in the new Prayer Tower for the first time! If you have
not registered for the Pentecost Celebration, go to www.gloryofzion.org or call 1 (888) 965-1099
or 1 (940) 382-7231.
We appreciate your prayer and giving for Israel. You may donate online or by calling the office
numbers above.
Blessing and Shalom,

Daniel, Amber and Lily Pierce

